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The Road to Mental Freedom
Understanding Steps Six and Seven
Since the day I entered the program, I
have had an insatiable appetite for learning all
I could about the disease of alcoholism.
Having completed a very thorough fourth
and fifth steps and examining my motives for
everything I did in steps sixth and seven, it
occurred to me that most of my problems in
life involved my interfacing with “Those
Other People.” As I got further into the
steps and started to process each and every
one of these interactions, it became apparent
to me that the basic cause of my discontent
was low self esteem. Until I resolved that,
there would be very little peace of mind. I
had to get right with everyone. They say that
understanding is the key to right living. I
read just about anything I could get my
hands on about these issues that reinforce
the principles we learn in the A.A. program
such as Emmet Fox’s Sermon on The
Mount, and others including, Scott Peck’s,
The Road Less Traveled, The Spirituality of
Imperfection, Desiderata, (the poem) and the
like. This kind of reference material helps me
to get a better perspective on how to reduce
the obstacles that stand in the way of my
ability to solve these problems. I have to be
willing to get right with every human being I
know as suggested in step eight. Scott Peck
describes the word love as: Caring for and
nurturing another person’s soul. I now look
at love as a verb and not a noun. You can
love someone that doesn’t love you back
when you use this definition. I truly wish the
best for every human being I know and offer

help and guidance when I can. I become their
best advocate.
If I want to heal, I must look deeper and
try to understand the other person and be
strong enough to, first, reign in my ego, then
to realize that the other person may be
reacting to my adversarial position. Finding
ways of removing my own judgmental
attitudes opens the door to love and
compassion. Today, I can love everyone by
simply giving them the respect and acceptance
that I would want for myself. After doing my
best to adopt this plan of action over the
years, I can only say that nothing that I have
ever done, with respect to Those Other
People, has been more rewarding than this
approach. I have, to the best of my
understanding, stopped judging others by
their outside behavior and have the strength
to look deeper. When I do that, I usually find
a person, not too different from myself, trying
to protect himself from his fears, and I just
can’t bring myself to pile on and compound
his pain. My heart goes out to him and I don’t
have to deal with regrets later on. My ego is
neutralized as I come to understand his
troubles. The greatest gift I receive from all of
this is that, as I apply this to all of Those
Other People, I seem to allow myself the
same latitude without even expecting it since
at one time, I was That Other Person. Self
forgiveness and peace of mind seems to be
the natural result of my efforts. I can accept
everyone just as they are and not mess with
God’s work.
-Rick R.
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information does not imply endorsement by Alcoholics Anonymous, Intergroup, or Central Office, except when
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12 Traditions are reprinted with permission of AA World Services, Inc.

June AA Meeting Birthdays
The month of June is known for
celebrations, rites of passage, and lots of
special commemorative days. For example,
National Doughnut day (first Friday),
National Accordion Awareness Month,
National YoYo Day, World Juggler’s Day
( Saturday closest to June 17), National
Splurge Day, to name just a few.
However, most important to our
fellowship, here are some June meeting
anniversaries, researched from our meeting
schedules and the Group Histories binder.
56 Years - June 1, 1962. Men’s 4th
Step Meeting, Fridays at Pine &
Newport in Willow Glen.
One outstanding feature is that the
format is two hours 8:00 to 10:00, so that
all can share. Over time, this meeting
initiated many activities: the “Eagles
Dinner” to celebrate AA birthdays, the
New Year’s Eve dinner-dances, Beach
Blanket Bingo in Aptos, the Eagles Ski Trip
in Tahoe, and the Eagles Fishing Trip on
Sonora Pass.
40 Years - June 13, 1976. Sizzler
Group, Sunday mornings at Denny’s
Restaurant in Campbell.
Al-Anon members have always been
welcome to participate in this meeting. It
has moved seven times since its inception.
Members can order breakfast at this
Sunday morning meeting and enjoy their
meal while listening to others share.
36 Years - June 1982(?) - Thru the
Big Book, Fridays at Kaiser Santa
Teresa.
The 45 minute meeting group goes
through the complete Big Book, including
reading one story each month.

35 Years - June 3, 1983 - Downtown
Steppers, Trinity Church, 2nd & St.
John, San Jose
20 Years - June 1998 - Second
Tradition Group, Saturday nights at
Lincoln Glen Church in San Jose.
Advertises itself as that largest weekly
meeting in NorCal. It often draws ~400
attendees. This meeting has a tradition of
inviting speakers especially attractive to
newcomers. This meeting celebrates
birthdays weekly for those who have
signed up to get a cake, with celebrants
encouraged to contribute $1 for every
candle on their cake.
17 Years - June 21, 2001- Mountain
Miracles in Redwood Estates Pavilion
in the Santa Cruz Mountains (1 minute
off Hwy 17)
This setting is one of the most inspiring
locations for an AA meeting in the Bay
Area. Attendance fluctuates between 25
and 75 members (depending on weather
conditions). Every summer the group hosts
an anniversary pot luck on the deck off the
pavilion under the towering majesty of
century old redwoods.
What factors contribute to the staying
power of these meetings? Secretary
Workshop experience? Service structure
representation? Welcoming to newcomers?
Consistent core group? Outside fellowship
activities? Regular group inventories?
These are some reasons that come to mind.
Anyone willing to share their thoughts or
experience with these meetings?
Please consider submitting a history for
your home group so it can be published in
the COIN and shared with all.

Safety in Meetings
My home group was having problems
with disruptive members to the point it was
driving away group members and new comers. The disruptions came in various forms
from combative transients, to the homeless
coming in and out of the meeting to get coffee, with plenty of cream and sugar of course,
use the bathroom or to eat up any snacks
brought in for the meeting. My home group
prided itself on its tolerance of the local community. Who were we to decide who is there
for recovery and who wasn’t. This disruption
caused loss of attendance and the increase in
cost of supplies was draining the group financially to the point that, if left unchecked, the
group would have no money to pay its rent.
If the group couldn’t pay its rent we couldn’t
hold a meeting and the message of A.A.
could not be shared. This was a problem that
the group had to solve for itself. We met, we
discussed and we argued, but we came out of
it with a solution that we all could stand behind.
The first order of business was to eliminate major expenses, which was the coffee,
sugar and creamer. This was a very risky and
controversial act as many of us know coffee
is it integral part of many A.A. meetings.
Some would go so far to say you couldn’t
have an A.A. meeting without coffee. The
risk was that no one would want to come to
our meetings anymore if we didn’t have coffee. Attendance at meetings did drop off at
first but the disruptive visitors stopped coming to our group. Two problems were solved
through one simple act. Our financial situation began to improve, membership began to
increase and the disruption caused by transients virtually stopped. We did however resume serving coffee, however we relied on
group members to contribute coffee and
coffee supplies for the meetings rather than
purchase it from seventh tradition funds.
Today my home group has a healthy bank
balance and is able to make contributions to

various service entities that serve the fellowship.
We learned from experience that if someone came in and was acting up it generally
got worse never better by politely asking the
persons to be quiet. Our group decided that
rather than spend the whole meeting dealing
with the interruptions from a disruptive
member, we as a group, decided that any
group member was free to call the police to
assist in removing a member that would not
leave when asked. We found that often times
a secretary, usually new to A.A., wasn’t comfortable making that decision. It was important that this decision have substantial
agreement within the group. We found that
often times a secretary, usually new to A.A.,
wasn’t comfortable making that decision. It
was important that this decision have substantial agreement within the group. It does
not serve group unity if arguments arise
among the meeting attendees when trying to
deal with the disruptive person.
We realize that non-home group members
attend our meetings and have different views
on how to handle meeting disruptions. As a
group we understood that we had to hold
true to our group conscience. So the lesson
here is that any decision dealing with a group
problem must have the backing of its home
group members and that the decision to be
arrived at through substantial unanimity and
not just a simple majority. Any deviation
should be resolved at a group membership
meeting.
I hold to the belief that attendance at an
A.A. meeting is a privilege not a right. I have
learned from my own experience that the
solution to all my problems is a spiritual solution. This also holds true for the group and
that this spiritual solution is found in the
second tradition, keeping in mind to place
principles before personalities.
-Woody R
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MEETING CHANGES

NEW
Clear Cut Directions
Tuesday, 8pm
Alano West 1555 S. 7th St.
San Jose

June 2018 Statistics
Daytime Phone Calls to Central Office.....217

CLOSED
Newcomers Meeting
Monday, 6pm
Denny’s Restaurant
1390 S. 1st, San Jose

Daytime 12-Step Calls...............................................2
(Evening 12-Step call information is not available.)
The Central Office website

Please be responsible:

receives an average of
15,000 hits each month!

I AM RESPONSIBLE…
WHEN ANYONE, ANYWHERE,
REACHES OUT FOR HELP,

I WANT THE HAND OF AA
ALWAYS TO BE THERE.

AND FOR THAT:
I AM RESPONSIBLE.
To all the members and groups who support us,
WE THANK YOU!

If there are any changes to
your meeting, location,
format,
Or your meeting is
discontinued, please
contact Central Office
ASAP and update your
information. Don’t send a
newcomer to an empty
room?

Birthday Contributions

Birthday Celebrant

Years

Contributions

Birthday

Albert G.

3

Anonymous

05/15/2015

Kate D.

12

Carol B.

05/17/2006

Patrick B.

5

Anonymous

05/18/2013

Dee Dee S.

10

Carol B.

05/19/2008

Anne S.

6

Carol B.

05/29/2012

36 Years of Sobriety!
If you would like to participate or to honor a friend, please use the birthday forms at your meeting or at Central
Office. Birthdays are listed in recognition of contributions made to Central Office on a member’s behalf for a
sobriety milestone, either by themselves or for a friend, and will be listed in this section unless requested otherwise.

Birthday Contribution

INTERGROUP MEETING MINUTES
May 2, 2018
 Robby W. Intergroup Chairperson, opened the meeting at 7:30 pm followed by a moment of
silence and the Serenity Prayer. The definition of Intergroup (Mark) and Twelve Traditions
(John) was read. Huge thank you to Larry for trying to set up PA system (technical difficulties),
and to Desiree for making our coffee.
 New Intergroup reps: - (New IG Rep meeting tonight by alternate chair Francis - Thanks!)
Peter - Tuesday Noon Step Study, Tuesday, 12:00pm, San Jose
John - Nooners, M - F, 12:00pm, Sunnyvale
Mark - Single Problem Study, Monday, 8:00pm, San Jose
 Visitors – n/a
 Birthdays - Bruce K., 4/27, 35 years, Robby W., 4/9, 10 year
 Observation of 7th Tradition – $112.00
 Corrections or Additions to the Agenda – none
 Corrections or additions to the previous month’s minutes – April minutes in the COIN
indicated that Michael H. did the 7th tradition, however, Michael was not here that night.
 Tonight's voting member count is 38.
Reports
Intergroup Chair - Robby W.
 The church has requested that all items we use for snacks/drinks be biodegradable - Joe from
daytime office has offered to remove the current items. If you are a committee member
presenting your report tonight, please line up three deep, and highlight your "take away".
Newsletter Committee – Toni (New! Congrats!)
 The deadline for the June issue (topics: Step Six, Tradition Six, Willingness) is May 16.
 Anyone interested should email coin@aasanjose.org. Also, friendly reminder to please
encourage your groups to write and submit controversial stories.
Central Service Board - Bill H.
 Group Contributions Analysis
a. Monthly contributions for March 2018 were $11,425.33
i. Comparing versus February 2018 at $17,559.94, a decrease sequentially of $6,134.61 or -35%.
ii. Comparing versus March 2017 at $14,177.11, a decrease year-over-year of $2,751.78 or -19%.
b. Year To Date:
i.
ii. As of April 26, 2018 were $72,190.43 versus a year-ago of $63,098.32, up $9,092.11 or +14%.
 Additional Financial Assessments:
a. March 2018 net income was $2,098.48 up from year-ago at negative $288.26, an increase
of $2,386.74 or +828%.
b. Year to date net income as of March 31, 2018 was $20,334.95 up from year-ago at
$8,214.37, an increase of $12,120.58 or +148%.
c. Year to date Cost of Goods Sold: through March 31, 2018, total COGS were $11,076.28
versus $12,903.70 for a year-ago, a decrease of $1,827.42 or -14%.
d. Year to date Total Expenses: through March 31, 2018, total expense was $46,604.18
versus a year ago of $49,229.63, a year-over-year a decrease of $2,625.45 or -5%.
e. Prudent reserve: $98,550.76 – Updated target is $98.5k (6 months of 2017 average
monthly expense).
 Other Central Office Items
a. Rent payments start again in May.
Central Office – Bruce K.
 The office remodel was substantially completed the weekend of April 25 through April 27. A








new ceiling and a new front door are all that remain to be installed. We were required to pack
up about 40 boxes of stuff, unlike last remodel, so Julie and I, together with some great
volunteers, spent a good deal of time last week, and especially, this past Sunday packing and
unpacking. Everything was up and running Monday morning, even if everything hadn't yet found
a home.
Preparation for our Founder's Day celebration, set for Sunday, June 10, continues well. It
would be most helpful if all of us would work diligently with the volunteer team, headed by
Marilyn H., in getting the word out and in getting tickets sold. It is especially critical for this
event since folks will have to buy their tickets in advance. Remember, NO TICKET SALES AT
THE DOOR.
I want to let all of you know that the continued financial support of your local groups and
meetings is much appreciated. We're in very workable financial condition, and, with your
continued efforts, hope to stay that way. I know the Board is grateful and I am certainly very
grateful.
Did you know that Central Office was tagged by a graffiti artist during our remodel? No one is
claiming any responsibility, knowledge, or complicity about any part of this deed, but I would
encourage you to visit Central Office to see this visual treat for yourself.
Central Office fairs well.

Nights and Weekends Diverter Coordinator – Louie
 There are currently no available diverter shifts. We started the month with seven available
shifts and filled all of them within about 10 days. This is in large part a result of the Intergroup
reps pitching these service opportunities to their groups. Also, we had two additional diverter
shifts come available during the month and have just filled those as well. So as it stands, there
are no currently open shifts.
 The diverter workshop will be held at its monthly scheduled time of the 3rd Saturday, which is
May 21, at 10:00am, at the Intergroup Central Office. No appointment needed; just show up.
Sobriety requirement is one year and a working knowledge of the 12 Steps and the 12
Traditions.
 In the absence of openings, it is still recommended that the Intergroup reps encourage people
to go to the workshop, even if they aren't available or interested right now. I've had more than
one person remark, "wow, I never realized all the things we do for newcomers as well as the
general AA community." Just taking the workshop gives a good look into how the Steps and
the Traditions are actively as work.
Secretary Workshop – Kathy R.
 Secretary Workshop is the first Saturday if the month at 10 am at Central Office. The purpose
of the workshop is to discuss the secretary's role as the facilitator of the meeting - making
sure it starts and ends on time, choosing the chairperson, often greets newcomers, discuss
how to handle difficult situations as they come up, how to deal with disruptive people, etc. We
go over the Twelve Traditions and discuss how they are to the meeting what the Twelve Steps
are to an individual. Without them there wouldn't be meetings.
 Encourage new secretaries or those wishing to become secretaries to come to the workshop
the first Saturday of the month, 10:00am at Central Office
Outreach Committee - Kevin
 Our purpose of the committee is to serve as the ambassadors for Intergroup. We do this by
educating local AA groups about the purpose, activities and service opportunities of Intergroup
and Central Office, encourage all AA groups to participate in Intergroup and ensuring the
accuracy of Santa Clara County AA Meeting Directory.
 One of services we offer AA is checking dark meetings. A dark meeting is where no one is
showing up to open the doors. Please share with your groups that if any members comes
across this to report it to Central Office so we can send a volunteer out to check. This way

we can keep the guide and website directory up to date. We did visit a few meetings last
month. I have flyers at the table please bring these to your groups.
 We still need volunteers. We meet at 6:45 the 1st Wednesday of the month here before
intergroup. My name and number is on the agenda. To sign up call Kevin W. Looking for
volunteers who would like to attend different meetings.
Day Time Office - Joe
 There are 50 plus phone shifts per week. Currently all are filled, but we always need backups!
Twelfth Step - Alex S.
 We are still looking for more volunteers. To make this service more accessible to members, I
offer will come to meet members to orientate them. I can be contacted by phone and time can
be arranged. Six months of sobriety is required. Thank you and I hope we can get some new
volunteers.
Website - Josh R.
 If your group is interested in accepting digital 7th Tradition contributions, the Digital Basket
Committee is eager to help. Please find out more at aasanjose.org/technology.
Activities Committee – Carole
 Next month the events calendar will be handed out. Get ready for Old Timer’s Meeting in
August.
PI/CPC – n/a
 Need a new rep. Louisa may take the position or Julie may know someone who will.
Old/Ongoing Business (none)
New Business
Unity Day
 Service opportunities available and we need people for this year’s committee.
Hospitals & Institutions - Tommy O.
 Last month I was approached by five people who were interested in a new facility for H&I. I
gave them applications but did not get their names. The Facility is downtown San Jose at 7 pm
every Thursday.
 National Psychiatric Care Rehab Services. (NPCRS) - The requirements have changed. We no
longer need security clearance for this commitment. There is a two year sobriety requirement.
If you're still interested in a once a month commitment call me at . I need a couple two
people teams for the 4th Thursday and 5th Thursday.
Bridging the Gap - Jane

Bridging the Gap 7pm the 3rd Monday on Hamilton & Leigh needs volunteers and
committee members.
North County General Service - Jacob S.
 District 04 had a good meeting this month with a lot of support from multiple area officers.
We had a presentation from a man that knows his (P.I.C.P.C.) work (Public Information
Cooperation with the Professional Community). This work is extremely important in my
opinion. It's kind of like when Bill and Bob went out to find Bill (for all you historians out
there). Our area officer did an excellent job of breaking down the material and basic function
of the committee. If any recovered alcoholic members in our fellowship would like to help out

or learn more about this important work, please contact Central Office Intergroup or
District 04. I'm sure we would all be happy to help you out.
South County General Service - Nicolas G.
 The Post Conference is coming up on May 12th where our delegate will give us a report back
on what happened at the general service conference.
 Also at the next district meeting we will be having a discussion on the digital basket.
SCCYPAA – n/a
Sober and Free - Linda
 The Sober and Free Conference “And we will know peace” is this Saturday at Alano West.
Registration is at 11 am and the opening speaker is at noon. $30 onsite registration includes
workshops, speakers, lunch and dinner. No one will be turned away for lack of funds. On
Sunday there will be a Step 11 meditation walk location to be announced. Further info on
www.soberandfree.org
Open Forum
 At tonight's meeting there was a discussion about what the electronic basket is and how your
meeting can implement it. If your group is ready, please join us next month at the Electronic
Basket Meeting. The preferred app, as published by the San Francisco Intergroup, is
VENMO. Josh, our web servant who created the Blue Chair Meeting Guide app, can put a
link in the meeting guide for your specific group that links directly to the VENMO account.
You will need to tell Central Office to have it set to. Central Office will not manage or
maintain any groups electronic basket. We are simply sharing with you that the technology,
research and ability is here. Should your group want to start accepting electronic donations
in addition to cash, or however your group deems fit is up to the group.
 There is a flyer about Santa Clara County Intergroup's Electronic Basket Committee - it
meets the 1st Wednesday of the month at 6:30 before Intergroup. The next meeting will be
June 6. San Francisco and Marin Intergroups have implemented a digital basked program. For
more information, see https://aasf.org/digitalcontributions. Box 4-5-9 had an article about the
digital basket.
 2nd Tradition Group on Saturday night will be having its 20 Year Anniversary pot luck on
June 23rd.

LOCAL EVENTS
June 10

Founders Day Celebration, Campbell Community Center, 1 West Campbell Avenue,
Campbell, Orchard City Banquet Hall, doors open at 2:30pm, movie (“Bill W.”)
begins at 3:30pm (tickets are on sale at Central Office and will not be sold at the
door)

June 8-10

34th Annual Sunshine of the Spirit High Desert Convention, Holiday Inn, Victorville,
CA

August 25

Old Timers Meeting, Lincoln Glen Church, 2700 Booksin Ave., 1:30 - 3pm

September 7-9

2018 Pacific Regional Forum, Double Tree by Hilton San Jose, 2050 Gateway Place,
San Jose (contact Maria M. at 212-870-3141 for more info)

INTERGROUP CENTRAL OFFICE OF SANTA CLARA COUNTY, INC.
Profit & Loss
May 2018

INTERGROUP CENTRAL OFFICE OF SANTA CLARA COUNTY, INC.
Balance Sheet
As of May 31, 2018

INTERGROUP CENTRAL OFFICE OF SANTA CLARA COUNTY, INC.
Group Contributions
May 2018

INTERGROUP CENTRAL OFFICE OF SANTA CLARA COUNTY, INC.
Group Contributions
May 2018

Santa Clara County Intergroup
2018 Upcoming Events
_______________________________________________________________

32nd Annual Old Timers Meeting
Saturday, August 25th, 1:30-3pm
Lincoln Glen Church
2700 Booksin Ave San Jose
______________________________________________________________

Santa Clara Valley Intergroup
Electronic Basket Committee
Santa Clara County Intergroup has formed a Committee to explore alternative options for our 7th Tradition Collection basket.

How many times have you not been
able to contribute to an A.A. Meeting
because you did not have cash, or
could not break a large bill?

What if we could offer our
members a way to use their
cell phone to make a donation
directly to the meeting?

We meet 1st Wednesday of the month at 6:30pm, Trinity
Presbyterian Church 3151 Union Ave. 95124
Join us to see how your meeting can benefit.

All A.A. Members welcome.

